We discuss spectral distortions, time delays and refraction of light in an axion or axion-plasma background. This involves solving the full set of geodesic equations associated to the system of Hamiltonian optics, allowing us to self-consistently take into account the evolution of the momentum, frequency and position of photons. We support our arguments with analytic approximations and full numerical solutions. Remarkably, the introduction of a plasma enhances the sensitivity to axion-induced birefringence, allowing these effects to occur at linear order in the axion-photon coupling even when the axion background is not present at either the emission or detection points. This suggests a general enhancement of axion-induced birefringence when the background refractive index is different from one.
I. INTRODUCTION
Axions remain promising candidates for beyond the Standard Model physics. The QCD axion emerges as a solution to the strong-CP problem [1] [2] [3] whilst string theory extensions of the standard model predicate a plethora of axion like particles (ALPs) [4, 5] . Axions could also solve the dark matter problem [6] [7] [8] . The masses of axions can span a large range of scales, with Compton wavelengths on the order of galaxies down to table-top sizes of meters or centimeters. As a result, the axion is the subject of many current and proposed laboratory searches [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
The aim of the present work is to explore the optical properties of an axion background due to its coupling to photons
where g aγγ is the axion-photon coupling, a is the axion field and F µν andF µν are the photon field strength and its dual, respectively. This interaction leads to non-trivial dispersion in axion backgrounds and, since it violates parity, leads to birefringence. This can generate a relative phase velocity splitting between left and right polarised light, leading to Faraday-like rotation of linearly polarised light [18] [19] [20] [21] . Modifications to the group velocity were considered in [22] where it was suggested this could lead to time-delays for axion profiles around pulsars. It was also proposed that axion backgrounds could lead to polarisation-dependent bending of light [23] . However a more systematic analysis of photon geodesics revealed this could not happen at O(g aγγ ) [24] for a pure axion background.
In fact, the authors of ref. [24] made a very important and general observation. Whilst there are many references which deal with the propagation of light through an axion background, using a constant term ∂ µ a in the axion-Maxwell's equations ∂ µ F µν = g aγγ ∂ µ aF µν , e.g. [18, 25] , piecewise constant within discrete regions [26] ) or for which its spatial gradients are neglected [23, 27, 28] : in general this is not fully realistic since axion backgrounds are dynamical with space and time dependence. A photon propagating through a localised axion clump probes the full spatial structure of the profile and, in this paper, we show that both spatial and temporal gradients are needed to generate, for example, spectral distortions of photons passing through an axion background which vanishes asymptotically at the points of emission and detection.
Therefore a proper discussion of dispersion must selfconsistently take into account variations of momentum, frequency and position along the ray path. This can be achieved by deriving a system of Hamiltonian optics equations [29] whose solutions give the photon geodesics and capture all the necessary details about group dispersion, refraction, time delays, and frequency shifts. Furthermore, these equations allow one to study general axion backgrounds without the need to assume any hierarchy between temporal and spatial gradients as would happen for non-relativistic backgrounds.
The present paper is concerned with examining these key observables within the optics equations, extending the discussion of ref. [24] to higher order effects in g aγγ and studying a wider class of observable effects. First, we point out a distinction between leading and higher order corrections to the photon frequency/momentum. We show that, when plasma is present, one can have asymptotic frequency shifts even for localised axion clouds which vanish at the end points of the photon trajectory. By contrast, in the absence of the plasma, at linear order in g aγγ , there is no cumulative frequency shift, consistent with [24] . Instead, the asymptotic frequency shift in the plasma free case occurs at second order in g aγγ .
Second, we demonstrate group dispersion at linear order in g aγγ for background refractive indices (provided here by plasma) n 0 = 1. We interpret this in terms of polarisation-dependent time delays occurring at O(g aγγ ).
We also discuss higher order group velocity corrections at arXiv:1911.10221v1 [hep-ph] 22 Nov 2019 O(g 2 aγγ ) and discuss these in terms of group versus signal velocities, relevant for the speed of information transmission via pulses [30] . Third, we confirm that there is no asymptotic bending of light at O(g aγγ ) when the background refractive index n 0 = 1 [24] , but show that birefringent refraction does happen at O(g aγγ ) when n 0 = 1.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In sec. II we derive the dispersion relations for photons in a general axion background with an additional plasma component. Here we set up the geodesic equations and draw an analogy with Hamiltonian perturbation theory as an interpretation of our perturbative expansion. In secs. III and IV we study a simple 1+1 dimensional axion background, which is sufficient to illustrate frequency shifts, group dispersion and time delays. Then in V we work in 2+1 dimensions, which allows us to demonstrate refraction within a plasma at O(g aγγ ) and without a plasma at O(g 2 aγγ ). Finally in sec. VI we summarise our results and speculate on some applications and proposals for future work.
Physical Motivation. The work presented here can be used as a general toolkit, which when appropriately applied and extended, offers the potential to probe the existence of axion backgrounds in a variety of ways. There are of course two particularly pertinent optical features of axion backgrounds which are worth emphasising -firstly, that they violate parity by giving birefringent dispersion and secondly, that the observed shifts in frequency, arrival time and refraction will modulate with a multiple of the period of axion oscillations.
1. Axion profiles. We point out here two interesting types of axion backgrounds to which our results might be applied. One is to postulate axion dark matter, either as a virialised QCD axion background of particles, or as an ultralight scalar whose Compton wavelength is of galactic sizes [8] . Both these will lead to birefringent and periodic signals oscillating with frequency 2π/m a . Another possibility is to use a superradiant black hole background [31] [32] [33] , where the axion field values can be especially high. For this case, our discussion of optical properties of distant sources, which rely on integrated effects, are particularly relevant.
2. Time-delays. Time delays from a galactic/astrophysical axion background could possibly be probed via precision pulsar timing, see e.g. [34] , although here they arise through a direct coupling of the axion field to the photon, rather than via geometric distortions. Equally, a local axion background could be studied in a terrestrial timing experiment, possibly via interferometry [20] .
3. Spectral shifts. Our analysis of integrated spectral distortions from axion backgrounds along all or part of the line of sight suggests that, for a line signal from an astrophysical source, one would observe a periodic shift in the position of the the peak frequency. For a linearly polarised signal, a double image in frequency space for each polarisation would be produced, with the two peaks experiencing periodic oscillation. This could be due -as with time delays -to a dark matter background. Another possibility is to observe the spectrum of a superradiant black hole accretion disc whose emission passes through the axion background. In both cases the spectrum would be shifted periodically, with lower frequencies experiencing a greater magnitude of shifting. One could also hope to observe the simpler plasma-free spectral distortions at O(g aγγ ) in e.g. a terrestrial experiment as suggested in ref. [24] where one measures the frequency changes between emission and detection.
Refraction. Our results show that birefringent refraction (light-bending) can happen at O(g aγγ ) when there is a non-trivial background refractive index supplied by, e.g. plasma. The scenario of polarisation-dependent refraction by a superradiant black hole was considered in [23] , but ruled out at leading-order in g aγγ by a more detailed analysis [24] of the optics equations. However, in light of our results, it could be interesting to re-run the analysis of ref. [23] with a plasma component from an accretion disc or interstellar medium and compare the refraction angles to resolutions of upcoming and current telescopes.
II. DISPERSION IN AXION BACKGROUNDS
The term (1) leads to the following modification of Maxwell's equations
where E and B are the electromagnetic fields and J and ρ are current and charge densities. The electromagnetic fluctuations are related to current fluctuations via
where σ ij is a conductivity tensor. Throughout we assume an isotropic and collisionless medium for which the conductivity at a given frequency takes the form σ ij (ω) = iδ ij ω 2 p /ω where ω 2 p = n e e 2 /m e is the plasma frequency-squared and n e the number density of electrons. This could arise for instance from the interstellar medium, the companion star of a black hole or perhaps an accretion disc, though the following discussion remains general. One could also keep in mind the possibility of any medium which endows the photon with a non-trivial refractive index, which achieves the same end. This may be relevant in exploring extensions of the following analysis to laboratory setups. Some straightforward manipulations of Maxwell's equations we obtain
The first equation is derived by taking the time-derivative of eq. (3) and inserting (5) . The second equation follows by taking time derivative of (5) and using (3) to eliminateĖ. Next we perform a Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) expansion, defined by the requirement that the photon wavelength should be less than the gradient scales of the axion background. Formally this amounts to the limit
This requirement allows us to consider solutions of the form
where frequency and momentum are identified as ω = −Ṡ and k = ∇S. The eikonal approximation is defined by neglecting derivatives ω, k. This is sufficient to obtain dispersion relations and determine rays. With this, we can use plasma conservationρ + ∇ · J =ρ + σ∇ · E = 0 to express
and use the latter to eliminate the ∇(∇ · E) term, obtaining:
where we have neglected second derivatives of the axion field in accordance with the WKB limit described above. Upon using (9) , this system can then be written as [24, 29] 
where M is a matrix whose structure can be read off from eqs. (11), (12) . The condition (13) is equivalent to demanding that an eigenvalue of M must vanish, which gives the dispersion relation of a particular mode. Explicitly, the eigenvalues of (11)- (12) involving the axionphoton coupling are given by:
where k µ = (ω, k) and k 2 = k µ k µ and ∂ µ a = (ȧ, ∇a). Note that the plasma terms are not built solely from Lorentz invariants and therefore violate (local) Lorentz invariance, as expected from the presence of plasma. By contrast, the ω p = 0 limit leaves a manifestly Lorentz invariant dispersion relation, owing to the fact the axionMaxwell's equations ∂ µ F µν = g aγγ ∂ µ aF µν are covariant. In the plasma-free case, we recover the same dispersion relation (by setting D ± = 0) of refs. [18, 23] which reads
In fact this is the standard form of eigenvalues found for a Chern-Simons-like interaction considered in many works [25] [26] [27] and references therein. Note that, in the present work, we assume a sufficiently weak axion field value so that the photon never suffers a tachyonic instability [26] . However it is worth noting that, for sufficiently low momenta and high density axion fields, this could have interesting physical implications [35] . We speculate more on these in the discussion. In many of these references -especially for instance the classic reference [18] -the vector ∂ µ a was treated as a constant background quantity in the spirit of Lorentz and CPT violation. However, recently the authors of ref. [24] made a very important observation, namely that when the field a is dynamical, the phase space trajectories themselves are altered by spatial and temporal gradients. As a result, it is necessary to self-consistently account the evolution of the frequency, momentum and position of the light ray throughout the trajectory, by solving the full set of Hamiltonian optics equations along the lines of ref. [29] . To set up the system of equations, one first notes that to enforce dispersion relations along rays, the eigenvalues D ± must vanish everywhere along trajectories, which implies
where τ is an arbitrary worldline parameter. We then define trajectories according to [29] 
where k µ = (ω, k) and k µ = (ω, −k). These equations are simply generalisations of Hamilton's equations. One can then eliminate τ and instead use t as a worldline parameter to arrive at
In fact, one notes that all these equations take the form
where
The interpretation of these equations becomes immediately transparent: they are precisely a system of Hamilton (Jacobi) equations where ω = ω(x, p; t) can be seen as a one-particle, time-dependent Hamiltonian yielding the particle energy, and x and p as the standard canonical position and momentum variables. We can think of ω 0 (x, k, t) ≡ |k| as the unperturbed Hamiltonian which is then perturbed by the axion interaction. This can then formally be treated using Hamilton-Jacobi perturbation theory by constructing a perturbative expansion about the zeroth order solutions
In ref. [24] , the authors worked essentially to first order in perturbation keeping only terms O(g aγγ ) in this expansion. In what follows we discuss higher order corrections which reveal a number of interesting properties.
Since the dispersion relation is, in general, quite complicated and involves finding the roots of a 6th order polynomial, we will analyze some special cases where ω = ω(k) takes a simple form and can be solved exactly. One can, however, derive the following perturbative expansion of ω(k). The analytic properties of the dispersion relation are in fact rather interesting. This depends on whether or not the first order perturbation in g aγγ vanishes which has additional physical implications
unlessȧ +k · ∇a 0, with θ k ≡ arccos k · ∇a)/|∇a| = 0,
Here we have effectively performed a double expansion in ω 2 p and g aγγ a. There are, of course, plasma cross-terms at g 2 aγγ and higher powers but these do not change any of the physics in a major way, representing only small corrections to existing effects. The special caseȧ +k · ∇a 0 is studied in depth in B.
Formally, the dispersion relation ω = ω(k) defines a mass-shell hypersurface in phase space described by D ± = 0 and the perturbative dispersion relations above. For a dynamical background, the photon describes a trajectory on this mass-shell surface (x(t), k(t), ω(t)). However, the dispersion relation does not directly tell us what the on-shell trajectories are and requires a little more manipulation to derive a system of Hamilton's equations, as pointed out in [29] . By differentiating ω with respect to k, x and t, one is able to obtain the precise details of the integral curves of these trajectories. The point is that ω(t) and k(t) adjust self-consistently in such a way that ω = ω(k(t)) holds everywhere along the trajectory, where ω(k(t)) is the on-shell dispersion relation for a particular mode.
III. SPECTRAL DISTORTIONS
One notable case for which the optics equations are easily tractable and the dispersion relation is simple, is a 1+1 dimensional background with a = a(t, x), and k ∇a,
such that the photon momentum k is always parallel to axion gradients ∇a. We can then choose coordinates such that
In this case D ± is
where primes denote differentiation with respect to x. The exact dispersion relation is then especially simple:
This case is particularly interesting since it allows us to study the passage of an axion background localised in space. Furthermore, it is sufficient to study group dispersion, time delays and frequency/momentum shifts. The geodesic equations then read
A. Spectral distortions in external emission
We now discuss the possibility of detecting spectral shifts when there is no axion profile at the end points of the trajectory. By perturbing about a background solution (ω 0 , k 0 ), from eqs. (31)- (32), we obtain the following expression for the frequency evolution up to O(g
is the refractive index of the background plasma associated to the trajectory of an unperturbed ray. Note this is also equal to the unperturbed group velocity v
Thus by integration we have that
where ω ± i is the initial frequency and δω
with
where x 0 (t) is the unperturbed photon trajectory -a straight line with constant phase and group velocity v
We note from the form of eqs. (33), (37) and (38) , when the background has both space and time-dependence, at least one of the terms is not a total derivative. Therefore a localised axion profile which vanishes at the end points of the photon trajectory can impart a spectral shift onto the photon. Indeed one can see this is a general property from eqs. (19) and (20) , such that if both space and time translation symmetry are broken, the frequency and momentum shifts are prevented from being total derivatives. This is also apparent from simple kinematic arguments by considering a photon with initial/final frequencies and momenta (ω i , k i ) and (ω f , k f ), respectively, where the momentum transfer is provided by the axion background. If, asymptotically, the photon satisfies the axion-free mass-shell condition ω
, then an overall shift in frequency after passing through a local axion region must be accompanied by a shift in momentum, which requires both space and time translation symmetry to be broken. On the other hand, if the background has only one of space or time dependence, it is easy to see that, after a little algebra and using x 0 (t) = tv 0 g + x 0 , the integrands in (37) and (38) can be written as a total derivatives, so ∆ω p and ∆ω a depend only on the end points of the axion trajectory, preventing any asymptotic frequency shift for a localised axion background.
We now describe more explicitly at which order in g aγγ the asymptotic frequency shift can occur for a localised axion background. In the case where n 0 = 1, the leading order asymptotic frequency shift for an asymptotically vanishing axion profile is given by (37) , which is prevented from being a total derivative by the non-trivial background refractive index. Consequently, the term in (37) depends on the axion profile along the whole trajectory and not simply the surface terms. This should be compared with the case where the background refractive index is n 0 = 1, as would happen in the absence of plasma, in which case the leading order frequency shift depends only on the end-points of the trajectory [24] n 0 = 1 :
In this case, the asymptotic frequency shift, depending on the whole trajectory history, still occurs but instead at O(g 2 aγγ ) where it is given by (38) . This is a very important point. It means that a distant axion profile can impart spectral shifts onto the photon, even if the profile vanishes at the asymptotic points of emission and detection. The different scenarios can be seen from the middle panel of fig. 1 . One especially interesting feature is that the frequency shift as measured at detection will modulate with the oscillation phase of the axion background, as shown in fig. 2 .
It is clearly also worth investigating whether any background which endows the photon with non-trivial refractive index will lead to the same conclusions. This could have particular relevance for dielectric media in labora- tory settings.
B. Frequency modulations from local axion backgrounds
We now consider the possibility in which an ALP field encompasses the point of emission and detection at either end of an experiment. In this case, assuming one can measure the frequency at the point of emission and detection within some apparatus, we need only make a local measurement of ω so that we can consider the plasmafree case for which the frequency shift then corresponds to a total derivative, giving only surface terms
To measure a modulation of the observed frequency, it is then sufficient to have an axion background at either the emission or detection points. For the purposes of illustration, consider a homogeneous axion field
and an apparatus in which the effective distance travelled between emission and detection is L, then the change in frequency between emission and detection is
Clearly this is maximised by tuning L/c to be half the oscillation time, such that (43) is the difference between a local minimum and maximum in the oscillation cycle. We then have, estimating the field amplitude via ρ DM m 
as reported in ref. [24] . Furthermore we require sufficient temporal resolution t res 2π/ω, to resolve the axion oscillation. This implies m a ω, which is in any case required by the WKB approximation. This gives an upper bound on the frequency shift 
Presumably in a realistic setup one would use some kind of axion interferometer and study the time-modulation of the interference pattern as in ref. [20] . Cavity searches have also been considered [36, 37] . Of course there is a caveat to the above mass range, which is clearly suggestive of QCD axion dark matter. The optics analysis above treats the object ∂ µ a appearing in the wave equation as a macroscopic coherent classical field background. We remark that ultra-light scalar dark matter has much lower values m a 10 −22 eV [8] which would increase the oscillation times to the scales probed in ref. [34] . Meanwhile, a dark matter axion in m a eV range would in principle consist of many individual axions. Whilst it has been argued that cold dark matter axions can form an effective Bose condensate [38] , one should still carry out a formal analysis of photon propagation in a background of cold dark matter axions. This would settle the question of (a) whether a localised cloud of individual axions can be treated effectively as a classical field inserted directly into the photon wave equation leading to the same analysis above and (b) whether they exhibit coherent oscillations within the detector sizes and timescales. We do not carry out such a treatment in the present work, but merely point out this is something which should be formally verified by, for example, deriving the one-loop photon propagator in a finite density axion background with a given velocity distribution.
IV. GROUP DISPERSION, BIREFRINGENCE AND TIME DELAYS
After extracting appropriate powers of g aγγ from all quantities involved, including momentum, we obtain the following expression for the group velocity perturbed about the zeroth order trajectory
Note therefore that there is a birefringent group dispersion at O(g aγγ ) in the presence of plasma. This can be seen in fig. 1 numerically with a localised profile which vanishes at x → ±∞. Since the 1D example contains no transverse gradients, photons travel in straight lines but with varying group velocity. Thus the group arrival times are:
.
Assuming the presence of plasma, we find the following axion contribution to the time-delay
This corresponds to the leading-order group velocity
In this instance, the background plasma ensures that the group velocity is less than the speed of light, provided that the product g aγγ a is small, as it must be in order not to violate perturbation theory. The time-delay is similar to that in a magnetised plasma, where the background magnetic field provides the breaking of isotropy, giving a group velocity [39] 
We elucidate further in appendix B some more similarities between axion and magnetic birefringence. We note in passing, with an eye to future astrophysical applications, that the axion birefringent time-delays can be distinguished from the magnetic version via the modulation of the axion signal due to axion oscillations, even though the two effects both run as ∝ 1/k 3 0 . Therefore, in the plasma case, v g < 1, so it seems reasonable to assume that v g can be treated as the speed of information transport, thus a meaningful observable for timing experiments. The system is just a massive vector particle in an anisotropic background. However, one should be cautious with identifying the group velocity with the speed of signal propagation in all instances, as we now discuss.
Note that in the absence of plasma one has v g (x, t)
. Thus for timelike fields, (∂ µ a) 2 > 0, we have v g > 1, i.e. a superluminal group velocity. This is in fact not forbidden [30, 40] . However, in this case, the group velocity should not be interpreted as the speed at which information propagates [40, 41] . Instead the signal speed, rather than the group or phase velocity should be used for inferring the arrival of information [30, 42, 43] . The signal velocity derivation is more subtle and cannot be inferred in a simple way from the dispersion relation as for the phase and group velocity. Instead, it requires a more detailed treatment of the detection apparatus and the shape of the waveform to be detected [30] . We therefore leave such considerations for future work.
V. REFRACTION
We now discuss refraction for passage through a localised axion profile. For this, it is sufficient to consider a 2+1 dimensional background. Normally ray bending is described in terms of the refractive index n = |k|/ω, which is the inverse of the phase velocity v p = (ω/|k|)k. If the photon is to experience deflection after passing through a localised axion profile, it must have differently orientated asymptotic phase velocities. 
A. Refraction with plasma
By using the O(g aγγ ) solution for k ± , we find the leading order corrections to the momentum is
When n 0 = 1, the right-hand side is not a total derivative: upon integration, it is not simply given by the surface terms associated with the asymptotic field values at x i and x f . This allows momentum changes through a localised axion background and therefore refraction to occur at O(g aγγ ) for non-trivial refractive indices. Integrating the momentum along the trajectory, the transverse component of the outgoing wave vector gives the deflection angle
where ∇ ⊥ is the gradient normal to the direction of initial propagation. (53) shows that the existence of a plasma can induce polarisation-dependent ray-bending at leading order O(g aγγ ). Indeed this will hold whenever the medium endows the photon with constant refractive index different from one. In the limit ω p = 0, one has n 0 = 1 and this integral becomes a total derivative, with the surface terms vanishing for localised axion profile, and so there is no bending in this case. This reproduces the conclusions of ref. [24] that there is no chiral bending at O(g aγγ ) for a pure-axion background. We verified the validity of this approximation by solving the full geodesic equations in 2+1 dimensions. The results of which are shown in fig. 3 .
B. Refraction without plasma
When the refractive index is 1, the momentum and frequency evolution are total derivatives at O(g aγγ ). Therefore, the non-trivial asymptotic shift in momentum is given at next-to-leading order
where k ⊥ 0 is a unit vector normal to the initial vector. The angle of deflection is then given by
The analytic and numerical results in this case are compared in fig 3. 
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have examined the dispersive properties of axion backgrounds which lead to spectral distortions, time-delays, and refraction of crossing light. We studied these effects by solving the geodesic equations of Hamiltonian optics equations, deriving both numerical and analytic results.
Building on the work of Blas et al. [24] , we verified that i) there is no O(g aγγ ) asymptotic deflection of light for pure axion backgrounds, but that O(g aγγ ) birefringent deflection can occur for a non-trivial refractive index of
TABLE I. Refractive index at a given point, asymptotic frequency shift, group velocity and asymptotic angle of refraction. Note the asymptotic values assume the axion profile vanishes at both emission and detection. The two columns on the right give the order in perturbation at which the effects happen with and without plasma.
the unperturbed background, induced here by the presence of plasma. ii) In the absence of a non-trivial background refractive index, we found that O(g 2 aγγ ) refraction does occur. It is unsurprising that refraction should occur at higher order, since there is no symmetry principle to prevent it as the background is both anisotropic and inhomogeneous.
Perhaps the former effect, induced by the plasma, can have some implications in terms of reviving the idea of ref. [23] where if a sufficiently dense plasma surrounds the black hole, the refraction generated by a non-trivial axion profile could still be probed at linear order in g aγγ . It is also worth considering the possibility of probing geodesic deviations from vacuum trajectories in laboratory settings as a means to probe local axion backgrounds.
iii) A non-trivial constant background refractive index (provided here by a homogeneous plasma) led to asymptotic frequency shifts in the photon, even for localised axion clumps -see (37)- (38) and fig. 1 . These results have implications both for precision interferometry experiments in a lab, which could in principle probe deviations from an unperturbed photon path and also have relevance for timing-delays and spectral distortions of astrophysical sources. For example, a line signal could exhibit a period spectral shift which oscillates with the axion mass or one could investigate pulsar timing.
Since plasmas are ubiquitous in an astrophysical setting, we expect the aforementioned results to hold in a large variety of situations.
Another possibility that we have not considered here is the tachyonic instability for dense axion fields/low frequency photons [18, 26, 35, 44, 45] where, for one mode, the frequency becomes imaginary. This can lead in a relative intensity shift between the two modes as one is amplified relative to the other -i.e. dichroism [7] .
Interpretation of plasma/non-lightlike refractive index. A summary of the order at which the various effects occur is presented in table I. This suggests that to produce an overall asymptotic frequency/momentum shift, time delay or angle of refraction, one requires a refractive index different from 1. Apparently this can either be provided by the axion at O(g aγγ ) which is then combined with O(g aγγ ) coupling to the background, this leads to all asymptotic effects being O(g 2 aγγ ) and polarisation independent, as these are even powers of g aγγ . Meanwhile, if there is a non-trivial refractive index provided by the background, it is not necessary to generate a non-trivial refractive index with the axion background, and effects enter at O(g aγγ (1 − n 0 )), leading to asymptotic effects which are linear in g aγγ . Thus it seems that to have asymptotic (and not just local) effects on these observables for a spatially compact axion background, a nontrivial refractive index is necessary and must be provided either by the axion field itself at higher order in g aγγ , or by a non-trivial refractive background. It is interesting to speculate on the interpretation of this phenomenon. One observation is that a non-unit refractive index corresponds to a finite amount of proper time passing in the photon's rest frame, allowing the necessary "time" for these distortions to be imprinted asymptotically. It is also analogous to what happens in the magnetic birefringence of eq. (51), which seems to follow the same principle.
Here we explain how to derive the same dispersion relation in the main text using the formulation of Maxwell's equations used in ref. [24] . We show how the dispersion relation they obtain is given by dropping terms O(g 2 aγγ ) in Maxwell's equations, leading to the dispersion relation of [19] . Conversely, if these terms are kept, we obtain precisely our dispersion relation.
By using Maxwell's equations, and working in the WKB approximation, one arrives at:
where we are neglecting plasma effects (σ = 0) to facilitate the comparison with [24] . The authors of ref. [24] then eliminate the terms ∇ · E andĖ from eq. (A1) and ∇ × B and ∇ · E from eq. (A2) using the Maxwell equa-
and then discard terms O(g 2 aγγ (∂a) 2 ) (similar to [19] ) to obtain (eq. (8) ref. [24] ):
B − g aγγ (ȧĖ − ∇a · ∇E) = 0.
The authors then use the eigenvalues of the wave operator defined in eqs. (A5) and (A6) to obtain the dispersion relation k 2 = ±g aγγ ∂a · k, which is missing a term in comparison to our eq. (15) and refs. [18, 23] 
Note that we must have k 2 = O(g aγγ ), as such the second term in the square root is, in total, O(g 2 aγγ ). Thus we have
which gives precisely the O(g aγγ ) form of dispersion relation of ref. [19, 24] . One can use this dispersion relation as long as one never goes beyond linear order in g aγγ . However, since are also interested in higher order effect, we keep all terms and use the general form eq. (A7). We also point out that there are two perturbative expansions in this paper
where m a is the mass of the axion field and
which should not be confused. The first describes the validity of perturbation theory and controls the convergence of an expansion counted by the powers of the dimensionless parameter g aγγ a. This is precisely the Hamilton-Jacobi perturbation series. Meanwhile, the second limit corresponds to a WKB approximation in which the photon frequency is larger than the axion frequency. Note that for large field amplitudes and axion couplings, g aγγ a > 1, but still small axion frequencies, it is formally possible to violate (A9) but obey (A10).
Appendix B: Other modes
Fork · ∇a +ȧ = 0, and
there are two possible dispersion relations with each left/right mode choosing the same branch:
X :
In this case, since the dispersion is the same for each circularly polarised mode, the phase velocities are identical in each case and the eigenmode corresponds to linear polarisation. The direction of the linear polarisation is defined with respect to the background anisotropy. These two linearly polarised modes above are defined as O (ordinary) and X (extraordinary): the X-mode depends on the orientation relative to the background anisotropy described by ∇a. The O-mode propagates as though in absence of the anisotropy, whilst the X-mode does not.
We verified that (25) holds away from the bump in fig. 4 , at which point the values at each bump are given by (B2) and (B3) modes. This is no different to what happens in a magnetised plasma, which admits O and X modes defined by their polarisation relative to the background anisotropy defined by the magnetic background field. However, we emphasise that the O and X modes are a generic feature of any anisotropic medium: in the present case, the anisotropy is provided by spatial axion gradients rather than a background magnetic field.
Note that when θ k = 0 (modulo π) andȧ + |∇a| = 0, one finds both dispersion relations of the corresponding O and X modes are the trivial vacuum dispersion, as is expected from the limiting case of eq. (B3). This can be seen from the dispersion relation (neglecting ω p terms which do not change the conclusions) k 2 = ∂a · k, which gives precisely the condition (k µ ± ∂ µ a) 2 = 0 and implies ω = |k| [26] . However, for a mode which has some perpendicular momentum component relative to ∇a, there can be X modes.
Of course for a dynamical axion field, the O-X mode dispersion relation can only hold instantaneously, since any momentum component normal to the gradients will be deflected. Similarly, for non-relativistic field configurations, the condition can only be fulfilled as the oscillation curve ofȧ briefly crosses ∇a. For most of the trajectory the dispersion relation (25) holds and can be used to derive analytic results.
We now note the following enhancement of birefringent effects which happens in critical regions of the axion background which can be described by drawing an analogy with birefringence in magnetised plasmas which fall under the heading of magneto-optic effects. In the main text, we derived the dispersion relations for the caseȧ = −k · ∇a. For the pointȧ = −k · ∇a described previously in this Appendix, one finds the following perturbative form of the group velocities, treating ∂ µ a as a constant:
Note the first of these resembles dispersion in the absence of an axion background (O-mode), whist the second experiences an anisotropy. These are generic modes of anisotropic media and we now describe them in more detail.
O and X modes in magnetised plasma
Suppose a dilute, weakly magnetised plasma for which the conductivity takes the form
where g B = (ω 2 p /ω 2 )(eB/m e )/ω is the gyration vector, which points in the direction of B. The corresponding wave equation is then
This admits two modes with which propagate perpendicular to g B with k · g B = 0. These are the O (ordinary) and X (extraordinary) modes. The first gets its name from the fact that its dispersion is identical to that of an unmagnetised plasma since it is polarised with E g B in addition to being transverse with k · E = 0, ω 2 = |k| 2 + ω This is a general property of dispersion in anisotropic media with a single direction of isotropy breaking. In general, waves propagating normal to the direction of the anisotropy fall into two categories: those parallelly and perpendicularly polarised with respect to the anisotropy. The first of which propagates as though the anisotropy were not there. These two modes typically exhibit the greatest birefringence.
O and X modes in axion backgrounds
Note that, by manipulating Maxwell's equations, we can derive the WKB equation of ref. [18] written purely in terms of E
where g a , the effective axion gyration vector, is
(B9) Thus in regions where k · g a = 0, we obtain the corresponding O and X modes. Specifically, for a photon trajectory with a given k, this occurs when g eff ·k = 0 =⇒ (|k|ȧ + ω|∇a| cos θ k ) = 0. (14) . We took θ k = π/3 and gaγγȧ/k0 = 10 −1 . The group velocity splitting becomes maximal as the photon approaches the extraordinary and ordinary (axion-free) mode, respectively. The top and bottom branches of each pair show the O and X modes respectively.
Let us now discuss under what conditions (B10) can actually be satisfied. Consider first an on-shell axion plane wave a ∼ cos(ωt − k · x) and ω = m 2 a + |k| 2 . Such a propagating solution is "timelike" in the sense that |ȧ| > |∇a| is always strictly true for m a = 0.
However, the axion configuration around a superradiant black hole [33] is a bound state solution and therefore allows for spacelike ∂ µ a, leading to the existence of regions in whichȧ −(ω/|k|)k · ∇a = 0. It is also important to point out that, although the amplitude of fluctuations ofȧ ∼ ωa is greater than ∇a, since both terms are sinusoidal, there remain regions where the two terms can cancel exactly. However, the time for which this condition holds is typically short-lived, especially for a non-relativistic axion background where for most of the trajectoryȧ ∇a.
